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Having read Santosh Bakaya’s Where are the Lilacs in one go
at first, I found it disconcertingly unforgettable but oddly enough,
therapeutic too. It is a book that demands to be read and re-read
not only for its theme, the elegant, eloquent appeal the poems
make or the clear voice of humanity that emanates from the
verses but also because there is no one who believes in the
almost lost cause of compassion and love as agents of change as
much as its author, Dr. Bakaya. She has a doctorate in political
theory and a life membership vested in unearthing the underlying
goodness of humankind.

There are 111 poems and each one takes you to places fraught
with strife and lays bare the futility of a life spent on picking on
the differences we find in our colour, countries, race, tongues and
beliefs forgetting that the charm and longevity of a species lies in
the harmonious coexistence of its differences. The first half of the
book, refers aptly to The Peace of Wild Things  and begins with a
poem titled And the rain pours

Ah, soft, the delectable petrichor
Wafts from the rain-drenched earth

In this birth is lost the stench of gore

The poems that follow are wafts of that petrichor seeking to
drown out the noise of battle and the stench of loss. Sparrows
hop cheerfully on dead trees till they turn the limpid air into life
breaths with their energy. This poetess loves birds with every
fibre of her being. There are ring necks, parrots, doves in hordes,
finches, lovekeets, canaries and a host of other freedom-loving
feathered beings singing and cooing wherever one thinks that all
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the good things have come to an end. They seem to symbolize
the hope that springs eternal in human hearts. In another po-
em, The Air With a Bipolar Disorder, a rogue gust turns gentle

Moving towards a tiny orphan sleeping under a tree
Softly it caresses his tangled tresses

It seems nature is tender towards the frail, the downtrodden
and the homeless. Perhaps the callousness we humans have
developed is a direct consequence of us having turned away from
nature.

Dr. Santosh’s poems take us to places we have forgotten, the
banks of the Lidder, the shepherd’s shacks, a hoopoe promenad-
ing under a walnut tree, a peacock dancing under the neem while
somewhere a girl in a boat catches raindrops on her face trans-
porting us to an era when life was simple and joyful. We go drawn
by the grace and melody in the verses, hoping to retain some of
this pearly happiness to tide over the cares of a battle-worn world
and realize that it is exactly what the poet is gearing us up for
the second part of her book where ‘Over the whole earth/Still it
is Thor’s day’ (H.W.Longfellow)

Here too she is direct and honest, nothing in her poetry is
contrived and its sheer strength is based upon the fact that her
poems have a timeless immediacy being drawn from a wide
range of issues faced by common people caught in the quagmires
of political and socio-economic threats to their fragile peace. One
group of poems is particularly wrenching. Dr. Bakaya makes sure
that the young victims of strife -Aylan, Gowhar, Burhan, Shaista,
Danish Farooq and a lot more are not forgotten and dismissed as
mere statistics. Even a scarecrow is not spared by shrapnel

His sole marble eye
Also bids goodbye

To a world that has lost its marbles
( The Scarecrow Sad)
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Some other poems that strike us with their intensity of
anguish and yet never falter from their rhyme are Howls where
one can hear the wails of a family shattered by bombers. In
Where Were You?, the poet seems compelled to ask :

Where were you when the world was burning?…/Don’t you
see, a little compassion will be awesome

And in yet another poem she questions Why Should Our
Battle-Cry Be Hate?

Her poems are capable of turning the unwary into sobbing suds
but the realization soon sets in that nothing in Dr Bakaya’s poems
are begun without them reaching a shore by having a note of
harmony at least by the end of a poem or in the next one.

It enables the reader floundering in the anguish of loss and
fear to get a grip on himself or herself and look just a bit too
searchingly at the musical verses, and you can even spot the poet
wiping her own tears while holding out a tissue to her reader.

These poems can become a road map to a journey to build in
ourselves an invincible fortress of peace. We, the peace mongers
as she calls us, the wounded readers, the despondent viewers
and the cynical humans feel the need to understand that every
war, though different, though fought with different intentions and
words or weapons, leaves behind orphans whose lives can never
be re-arranged back in harmony whatever treaties might come
later. A war cannot be rectified but it can and must be prevented.

Defense attorney and Harvard Law Professor, Alan Dershowitz
in his 2005 book: The Case For peace, a book about resolving the
Arab-Israeli conflict comes to the conclusion that “peace is both
a radical and traditional solution.”  Santosh Bakaya’s Where are
the Lilacs? is a radical as well as courageous attempt to sow some
much-needed seeds of peace in the killing fields where, as
Pushcart poetry Prize nominee Dr. Koshy A.V. says in his blurb,”
we hear the most wretched sound, that of doves crying, that of
people tearing each other apart.”.Therapy for every human.


